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Letter from the President
The
Gold
Leaf

Spring is a time of new beginnings and certainly this rings true for
HBC as we have had a few changes with our Board.
In January we were saddened by the unexpected and sudden
loss of our Treasurer, Patsy Bolt. Patsy cheerfully performed her
role from Santa Barbara and was always prompt, efficient and
incredibly giving of her time to HBC. She will be sadly missed.
Fortunately, Margaret Johnson asked Richard ‘Dick’ Shepard to
step in. As our former Treasurer, Dick wasn’t unfamiliar with the
task at hand and quickly was up to speed. We are terribly grateful
to him for stepping in on such short notice.
After nearly 3 years, Lang Ingalls wanted to focus on her business
and determined it was time to give up one of her two Board hats.
Lang will continue on as Membership Chair and handed over
The Gold Leaf Production to Juliayn Coleman. Please join me in
welcoming Juliayn as this issue is her first!
Our 39th Annual Member Exhibition will open July 11 at the
newly renovated Book Club of California and I encourage all of
you to attend. Vanessa Hardy, our Exhibition Chair, has not only
been working on this exhibition, but also planning for our 40th
Anniversary in 2012 at Stanford University. She is sending out a
call for volunteers, so please do get in touch if you would like to
help with this exciting event.
Peggy DeMouthe has put together a fabulous Gold Leaf with
articles from Karen Zukor on her recent trip to Haiti and an
article from the archives from Joanne Sonnichsen.
Please enjoy this issue, and as always I encourage you to get
involved with HBC.
Sincerely
Coleen Curry
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Editor’s Note
Greetings and welcome to the Spring 2011 issue of The Gold Leaf.
With this issue we offer our thanks to Lang Ingalls, who has been
our designer, printer, and mailer for 3 years. She has also been
actively involved in developing our exhibition catalogs, postcard
mailings, and many other projects. With so much on her plate,
Lang has stepped down as the newsletter designer so she can focus
on exhibitions and other special projects.
Now we are welcoming our new designer, Juliayn Coleman, a San
Francisco-based bookbinder, conservator, and calligrapher. Juliayn
received a certificate in bookbinding and book conservation
from the North Bennet Street School in Boston, Massachusetts;
her books have been shown at the Boston Architectural Center,
Columbia College, and the Chicago Public Library. She is a
member of the Guild of Book Workers (US) and Designer
Bookbinders (UK). We look forward to working with her!
In this issue we are pleased to present a feature article by conservator Karen Zukor. In 2010 she traveled to Haiti, which had been
stricken by a 7.0 earthquake in January. The “quake destroyed
thousands of buildings, caused more than 300,000 deaths, and
resulted in the displacement of more than one million people.”1 As
in other disaster-stricken areas, irreplaceable art objects sustained
damage—and a corps of volunteers responded with their expertise
and assistance.
Also in this issue: a gem from the archives by Joanne Sonnichsen,
plus tools and tips, announcements of local and selected national
workshops and events, and more. As always, your are invited
to submit articles, announcements, and other items for our next
issue, which will be going out in October, 2011.
Peggy DeMouthe, Editor

New York Times, March 27, 2011. Online edition available at:
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/international/countriesandterritories/haiti/index.html.
1
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Roman & Rowena Alcantara
5437 Camp Street, #3
Cypress, CA 90630
email: ralcantara1006@yahoo.com
Ph: 714-527-9054
BB, DB, PR, RR
Aliza Allen
Vedanta Society of N. California
2323 Vallejo Street
San Francisco, CA 94123
email: alizaallen@gmail.com
m: 415-756-2802
web: sfvedanta org
BB, BC, BX, MS, PC, RR
Matt Cohen, C & C Press
300 Plateau Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
email: mattcandc@gmail.com
m: 408-640-0800
web: candcpress.com
AB, BB(t), BS, BXt, PM, PRt
Nysa Wong Kline
1420 Grand Avenue
San Rafael, CA 94901
email: nysakline@hotmail.com
m: 415-250-8731
h: 415-454-5455
DB, PR
Sean E. Richards, Byzantium
Studios, Ltd.
P.O. Box 6475
Norman, OK 73070
email: byzantium@sbcglobal.net
w: 405-365-0072
web: byzantiumstudios.com
BB*, BC*, BX*, DB*, DP*,PC*,
PR, RR*
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Daniela Rosner
UC Berkeley; 17 Milton Street
San Francisco, CA 94112
email: daniela.rosner@gmail.com
web: http://ischool.berkeley.
edu/~daniela
w,m,h: 415-607-6346; Cat: BB, RR
Laine Tammer
1777 Lafayette St., Ste. 101
Santa Clara, CA 95050
email: laine@batnet.com
w&m; 408-398-7976; h: 408-2611634; f:
408-261-9324
AB, BB, BX, DB, MS, PM, PhC, PR
Alexandra Williams
second member: Ari Bird
email: alexandrajanewilliams@
gmail.com & littlebird@riseup.net
address: 478 Hoffman Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94114
web: bibliophilias.wordpress.com;
m: 415-260-9742
AB, BB, BC, BX, CO, PC,PM, PR
Renewal:
San Francisco Public Library
Periodicals Processing Dept.
95 Washburn St.
San Francisco, CA 94103
Revised contact information:
Margaret Johnson
550 Battery Street, Apt. 412
San Francisco, CA 94111
Email: mhjohn@comcast.net
Phone (no change): 415-673-7130
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In January of 2011, Patsy Bolt passed away in Santa Barbara. She
was a member of the HBC, and Treasurer as well, since 1996.
Patsy was a multitalented artist with an interest not only in fine
bookbinding but also in botany, music, Morris dancing, and
gardening. A memorial country dance will be held in her honor
in June, hosted by her husband, Fred Perner. Friends wishing to
write to Fred may reach him at 742 Calle Alella, Santa Barbara
CA 93109.

Bookbinder

Botanist

Dancer
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HBC Fortieth Anniversary
by Vanessa Hardy
The
Gold
Leaf

2012 marks the fortieth anniversary of the Hand Bookbinders of
California. These have been years of extraordinary technological
change, with the invention of the internet akin in scope to that of
the printing press. Yet even as people live more and more of their
daily lives in the cloud, tweeting through the aether, they are still
drawn to the physical labor of hand and heart. Fine binding, book
arts, and conservation all flourish alongside the Kindle. Indeed,
new technology combines with traditional tools to extend possibilities for binders today.
With all this activity, it seems a good time to celebrate our craft.
We are delighted to announce that Stanford University, which
has long supported our group and holds a number of members’
bindings in its collections, will be hosting our fortieth exhibition.
This will open in mid-July and run through September 2012.
Part of the show will comprise a retrospective of the Hand
Bookbinders, featuring works by former members, with bindings
drawn from Stanford’s holdings. The other part will the regular
annual show, a snapshot of binding today.
We have visited Stanford to discuss the exhibit and take a look at
the space in the Green Library. This is wonderful: a long gallery
lined with wall and table cases leading to a reception area beneath
a rotunda, and more cases beyond. We will start the exhibit by
placing the HBC in the context of nineteenth- and twentiethcentury binding traditions; move through the development of the
group to what people are doing now, including conservation, book
arts and fine binding; and end up with a look at the directions
binding may take from here. This would be a wonderful opportunity to showcase a new tool, technique or material you have
been working with. Indeed, there are a few cases ideal for works
which are not light-sensitive, and we are hoping that this will spur
your creativity. Since this will be a big show, we unfortunately
must limit each exhibitor to one binding, and the deadline will be
1 May, 2012.
We have other possibilities in mind for the anniversary celebration.
One project is to take a census of member bindings held in institutions, and put the information gathered on the HBC website.
We envisage having a description and photo of each binding, plus
8

information about the binder. It will take time to collect all this,
but it can be an ongoing project, with new information added as
we get it. This will give people a good idea of who we are, and will
also become a useful database for bookbinding research.
2012 is coming up fast! We really need help with all that needs
doing, and so are forming two committees. One will be concerned
simply with the census, the other with organizing the anniversary
exhibition and celebrations.
Anyone who is interested, please contact Vanessa Hardy by e-mail
(vqgi@aol.com) or phone (510-520-3448).

HBC Gatherings in the Near Future
The next planned convergence of the Hand Bookbinders of California is the opening of the 39th Members’ Exhibition at the Book
Club of California (see the Events page for details).
Following that, we have plans for an August picnic at the home of
Sandra Good in Woodacre, CA. September marks the beginning
of the year for HBC with our traditional dinner at Hunan Empire
Restaurant on Union Street.
Keep an eye on your mailbox for details!
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The Conservator vs. The Earthquake:
Volunteering to preserve cultural heritage in Haiti
by Karen Zukor
In August of 2010, I went to Haiti as a volunteer conservator, to
help salvage works of art damaged in the catastrophic earthquake
in January of the same year. There had been an initial immediate
response in the conservation community offering help, but it had
seemed to me almost ridiculous in its premise – why repair art
when people needed medical help, clean water and immediate
shelter. But after much conversation with colleagues and others
in the art world, it was clear that Haiti had a very rich cultural
heritage worth saving. The country has a history of using art as an
expression of celebration, commemoration and popular narrative.
The Haitian tradition of storytelling—including legend, myth
and religion—has always found representation in the visual arts,
and there was a profusion of painting, sculpture, and textiles
reflecting that diversity of culture. If the country lost a large part
of its patrimony because of extensive earthquake damage, it would
also forfeit its considerable artistic legacy. I was curious to go see
what could be salvaged, and wary about the chances of making a
difference. The security of traveling in such a damaged and chaotic
country was also a factor to consider; my friends were not happy
with the idea, and my family even less so. What little I knew of
Haitian art was compelling enough to make me say yes to the
adventure.
A painting conservator from Los Angeles had also agreed to go,
and she and I met in Miami early one morning to embark on
this trip. We had been asked to bring a number of items with
us, to be used in the labs (small tools, lamps, extension cords,
batteries, sprayers, etc.), and so we set out with large duffel bags
and minimal clothing. Room in our carry-ons was for the work
we were about to do, not accessories. Mosquito nets and copious
amounts of bug spray, however, were vital.
The conservation work was sponsored by the Smithsonian
Haiti Cultural Recovery Project, in partnership with the Haitian
government and a consortium of arts organizations. The project
deployed conservators in various specialties for short periods
10

to perform immediate stabilization for artwork that had been
recovered.
Our work was performed at the newly established Haitian
Cultural Resource Center, a large building within a former U.N.
food bank compound. The offices had been converted to conservation labs for paintings, paper, and objects: fairly well-equipped
spaces large enough to perform basic tasks. Previous conservation
teams had brought over tools and materials to allow for elemental
repairs, but there were also adhesives, chemicals and pigments to
perform more sophisticated work.
The paper lab was large (but mostly empty); I was given a
computer to keep track of all treatments and was asked to
document the work with photographs. A camera never materialized, so I used my own digital device and took basic before and
after images, identified with Post-it notes. There were a few tables,
all at standing height, but only one chair. All of my procedures
were subsequently done standing.
Adjacent to the work space was a locked room in which were
kept the items to be repaired. It should be noted that the majority
of salvaged items were paintings and sculpture, including many
architectural elements from the main cathedral of Sainte Trinite
which suffered extensive damage. The paper lab had nine works
on paper and three large volumes.
No direction or prioritization was given; I was on my own. I chose
the items that I thought needed the most immediate attention and
then those that appealed to me artistically. One piece was clearly
a modern reproduction so I set it aside. Eventually I completed
seven works on paper: 3 watercolors and 4 drawings.
Not having any oversight was actually quite liberating, and being
confined to the Centre kept me focused. From 8:30 in the morning
to 6:00 in the evening, there was only this very damaged art and
the desire to do the best work possible with what was available.
Of course, having lots of music on my shuffle helped enormously
(and I could sing without annoying anyone).
The kinds of damage I encountered were the following: water
stains, mold growth, warpage, media ‘bleeding,’ surface dirt,
punctures and tears. I had blotters and sprayers to address the
stains and warpage, erasers for the surface dirt and Japanese
papers for mending. But the greater damage to all of these
11
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works was from previous matting and handling. Poor quality
mats, extensive use of masking tape, notations in ball point pen
(which bled terribly with moisture), and no knowledge of proper
framing techniques had done far more harm to these pieces than
the earthquake. That was a very disconcerting find; there was no
familiarity with conservation or preservation. Proper storage and
framing information was not known and good quality materials
unavailable. None of
these pieces would
have suffered to the
extent they did had
they been appropriately matted and
stored.
My work consisted
of basic ‘triage’
for paper: dry
cleaning of mold
and dirt, removal
of all tapes and
hinges, discarding
of acidic and moldinfested matting
materials, humidification, flattening
and repair to tears.
All media was first
tested, to determine
degree of solubility;
if possible, alcohol
was sprayed on the front and back to deactivate mold spores and
the art allowed to air-dry. When the media was stable, the art was
washed in a ‘tray’ made of heavy Mylar stapled to form sides, and
the object placed on a polyester sheet for support. Since there was
no water filtration system, I used bottled drinking water modified
with calcium hydroxide to adjust the pH.
A few drawings were damaged enough to warrant lining overall
with Japanese paper. Wheat starch paste was cooked on a hot
plate, and the lined drawings were stretched and dried on a
Formica table top. Blotting paper was in very short supply, so it
was rationed among the items to be addressed. Watercolors were
12

lightly humidified with a sprayer and then weighted between
polyester sheets and blotters under glass.
For additional weight, I ran up to the paintings lab and borrowed
every heavy thing available (large containers of adhesive, etc.).
It was basic and inventive at the same time; given the shortage
of materials and the impulse to work quickly and efficiently, my
colleague and I turned to one another for ideas, assistance and
materials.
However, given the
conditions outside
of the Centre,
we considered
ourselves extremely
fortunate to have
electricity and
running water.
Food was ordered
in, as we were not
allowed to leave
without our ‘guide’
(whose name was,
truly, Mentor). In
fact, security was
so high that we
were unable to
go anywhere on
our own and thus
the long workday
was outlined in
advance. After five
days of intense work, the weekend arrived and we were confined
to our house. The electricity went out and with it, the fans, the
refrigerator and the lights. Only the gas stove still operated—but
our food had spoiled with the heat! We shrugged and used our
cell phone to call Mentor for a ride to the grocery store–again.
After nine days at the Centre, we wrote up condition and
treatment reports on the completed artwork and lamented the fact
that we had to leave. Both of us admittedly felt stymied in our
inability to address all the pieces that needed some stabilization.
At the same time, we were proud of what we had accomplished.
There was the issue of not having access to specialized equipment
13
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that could have produced better results. A suction table, for
example, would have helped with stain removal on water soluble
items, and some hydrogen peroxide would have greatly aided
the more stubborn discolorations. But we were asked to stabilize
these artworks and leave the ‘aesthetic integration’ to a later time.
When I had the opportunity, however, I did use my watercolors
to paint in small areas of missing pigment within the image, and
filled some paper losses with toned Japanese mulberry of various
thicknesses.
The program of deploying conservators has received enough
funding to continue for another year. Part of the endeavor is to
train Haitians in methods of art conservation, collections care and
archival storage.
This is, of course, the most essential aspect of the recovery. I was
asked if I wanted to return, and just this week agreed to do so.
There is an almost endless amount of work to do and the country
deserves all the aid and support it can get. It never felt dangerous
and the people were wonderful. I can’t wait to return.
Karen Zukor is a professional paper conservator and a Fellow of
the American Institute for Conservation. As principal of Zukor
Art Conservation, she has been responsible for private and institutional collections of fine art, archival material, maps, documents,
and rare books. Learn about her studio and her commitment to
conservation education at: www.zukorartconservation.com.
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A gem from the archives
From time to time, especially as we approach our 50th Anniversary,
The Gold Leaf will feature an archive item that we think will be
of interest.

Commissioning A Fine Binding:
Unraveling the Mysteries
by Joanne Sonnichsen
Excerpted from The Book Club of California Quarterly
Newsletter, Winter 2000.
Making the decision to commission a fine binding is a relatively
easy process for theexperienced collector. When it is done for the
first time, however, new mysteries arise for theneophyte: what
book to have bound, whom to ask to bind it, how to begin the
process, howmuch will it cost, how long will it take?
Choosing a book for a fine binding is a very personal decision,
and there is a wide variety ofreasons for the choice. Select a book
that has a special meaning for you. A special edition of abook you
have loved, a book of which you are the author, a fine-press book
from a press you have admired, a binding done by someone whose
work has influenced you, a special book whose cover can no
longer be repaired—all can be enhanced by a unique bookbinding.
There is only one reason not to commission a fine binding, and
that is for financial investment.Whether your binding increases or
decreases in monetary value should be of less interest than how
much your appreciation of it increases over the years.
The next mystery to be solved is that of the bookbinder to choose.
Fortunately, there are several design bookbinders in the United
States whose work can be seen either in exhibitions or dealers’
bookshops or in catalogues. Some fine binders even have their
own web sites. There are certainly many other fine binders outside
of the United States, but for a first commission you may be more
comfortable with someone closer to home.
Within the San Francisco Bay Area there are scheduled exhibitions at the San Francisco public Library and the San Francisco
Center for the Book. Often there are special exhibitions at the
Book Club of California. The Guild of Book Workers, a national
organization, sponsors traveling exhibitions. The catalogue from
15
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Both the Hand Bookbinders of California and the Guild of
Book Workers have back catalogues for sale at a nominal price.
Look for the unique bindings that appeal to you. Many fine and
antiquarian book dealers have fine bindings for sale. You can visit
their shops individually and/or visit their booths at a book fair. If
you find exactly what you want, part of your problem of being a
first-time purchaser of a fine binding is solved, because you now
have a better idea of what is possible in terms of appreciation.
Although each binder’s work is unique, there is usually a binder’s
sense of unity that runs through each work, so that you can begin
to tell the work of a given bookbinder even when you see it for the
first time. Now you are ready to select your binder.
Once you have discovered a bookbinder whose work strongly
appeals to you, call the binder and make an appointment to visit
his or her studio. Ask to see other examples of his work and
engage in a discussion about fine hand bookbinding. You will
probably come to a meeting of the minds, especially inasmuch as
he knows you like his work.
Talk about the commission—style, price, and time. You will get
your most interesting binding by leaving the design completely up
to the binder (since you like his work overall, you should not be
disappointed). If you have seen a binding of his that you particularly admire, mention it and tell him why you liked it; but asking
him to repeat himself is usually asking for more of a copy than an
original—even when it is done by the same person.
Most design bindings will cost in the low four figures (i.e., $2,000
and up), with miniatures costing about, or less than, half of that.
Other fine non-design bindings, in full or half leather, are usually
priced by the size of the text block and the kind of leather used.
They will usually cost somewhere in the low three figures—
$250 for a very small text block with a half-leather binding of
bookbinder’s goatskin, to the very low four figures for a very
large full Morocco binding. Your chosen bookbinder will be
comfortable talking about price with you. Usually you can ask for
either a price or estimate from him. In certain cases, you can tell
him honestly what you can afford to pay—which figure he may
feel he has to reject. This should not be a bargaining session, but
16

rather an appreciation on both sides of the imagination and skills
involved, and the work to be done. Most bookbinders prefer to be
paid when the work is completed.
Now, patience on the part of the collector comes into play. Most
probably your bookbinder has other work to finish before he can
begin your book. For most design bookbinders, a good part of the
time goes into the design. Some designs come easily—others come
only after a series of rejections. Give your bookbinder enough
time to enable him to do his best. To wait ten years would be
questionable, but expecting delivery in less than one year may be
unrealistic.
Your bookbinder will call you when your book is finished. Not
only should you be pleased to have this unique book, you should
also exult in the realization that your request was part of what
brought it into being.
Your bookbinder may request the loan of your book for
exhibition. That decision is entirely up to you, but remember
that by placing your cherished volume in public view, you, as an
experienced commissioner of fine bindings, may help a neophyte
take his first steps.
Joanne Sonnichsen was a founding member and former President
of The HBC and her bindings have been shown and collected
throughout the United States, Canada, Great Britain, and Europe.
She was a tireless volunteer and teacher, and was also a dedicated
mentor to those getting a start in fine binding—including your
Editor.
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by Toby Schwartzburg
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The Hand Bookbinders have a dedicated display case in the
library of the Book Club of California. We plan a series of exhibits
featuring various aspects of our members’ work.
The first exhibition, installed in April, includes the work of three
HBC members who are graduates of the American Academy of
Bookbinding: Coleen Curry, Sabina Nies, and C. Lang Ingalls. All
have completed the AAB design binding diploma, which requires
20 books to be completed over five years, some at home and
others during classes in Telluride during the summer.
Coleen’s book is Barak Obama’s inaugural speech, “My Fellow
Citizens,” with illustrations by the publisher, Solimentes (David
Esselmont). It employs the simplified binding style with a leather
spine. The boards are covered in the binder’s hand–decorated
paper, which layers acrylics, matte medium and sumi ink, designed
to complement the Esselmont images in the book. The same paper
is used for endpapers. The elegant binding is portected in a slipase
lined with ultrasuede, edges in leather, covered with similarly
ainted paper and titled in a contrasting color.
Sabina bound a copy of Heaven on Earth by John Muir, printed
on Hahnemuehle Schiller paper by Press Intermezzo, Texas, and
with woodblock illustrations executed by Charles D. Jones. The
binding itself is quite a spectacular production—a French–style
full leather binding covered in blue goatskin with green onlay. The
binding has a blind–tooled title, mother–of–pearl inserts, top edge
decoration with gold tooling, and leather doublures. The flyleaves
are in marbled paper by Einen Miura (Tini Miura’s husband), of
Tokyo, Japan. The book is housed impressively in a half- leather
chemise with blind–tooled title on the spine and small onlays
with an inside protective layer of light blue suede. The book and
chemise live in a slipcase covered in Einen’s hand- marbled paper
with leather edges.
Lang provided us with Happy, the Life of a Bee by Walter F.
McCaleb, Harper & Brothers, 1917. This volume is bound in
the French technique in green goatskin with an image of a bee in
yellow inlays. The binding also features hand- sewn endbands, a
colored top edge, leather hinges, and French marbled endpapers. It
is hand- titled in gold with gold framing on the cover.
18

Lang also provided Tao Te Ching, Harper & Row, which is bound
in the New Oriental technique. This technique was developed by
and introduced to the US bookbinding community by Moniqe
Lallier. The book is in black goat with a spine in grey suede,
natural edges and leather hinges. It has handmade endpapers by
Robert Wu of Toronto. The New Oriental style is quite different
from the traditional European styles one normally sees, and is one
of the first examples of it displayed by HBC.
The case displays a diverse and interesting selection of design
bindings. They render homage to the fine work of the American
Academy of Bookbinding in developing new design binders who
can measure up to their international counterparts.
The Book Club is located at 312 Sutter Street in San Francisco,
and welcomes visitors to its elegant new club rooms and library.
There are regular fine shows of work. The present show is devoted
to turn–of–the–century book decoration related to the Club’s
most recent publication, “Cyclone on the Prairies: The Wonderful
Wizard of z and the Arts & Crafts of Publishing, Chicago, 1900.”
It is a treat for anyone interested in illustrated books.
So get yourself into the Book Club for a very pleasant hour—or
come to happy hour every Monday from five to seven.

Report from the Webmaster
Nigel Gore
Web hosting was renewed for another two years in January 2011.
We now have a email list that is available to anyone; at this time
the list is mainly used for urgent messages, but it will provide the
organization with a way to reach list members with important
news. If you want to be included (or to find out if your name is
already on the list), contact: hbc-email_list@yahoogroups.com.
Once the Webmaster adds your contact information to the list,
you will be included in all correspondence.
Possible enhancements to the site:
It is possible to add links on the website to Facebook; members
can send any links that should be added to the Webmaster
Photos can be added to the Calendar page, enabling program
event leaders or workshop teachers to include a jpeg image to
enhance their listings
19
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Reach Nigel at susangore@gmail.com with any questions, suggestions, or items to be included on the HBC website.

Minutes Of The Board Meeting
Tuesday, March 1, 2011

Present: Coleen Curry, presiding, Signa Houghteling, Margaret
Johnson, Rhiannon Alpers, Juliayn Coleman, Sandra Good, Robert
Rosenzweig, Nigel Gore , Vanessa Hardy, Tom Conroy, Daniela
Rosner and Elaine Nishizu.
The meeting was called to order by President Coleen Curry at 6:00
pm in the classroom at the San Francisco Center for the Book.
The Secretary handed round copies of the December, January and
February financial spreadsheets and comparison sheets of fiscal
year activities prepared by the new Treasurer Richard Shepard.
Dick had asked for guidance on several matters regarding his
position and the documentation of some items. A discussion
ensued about where on the spreadsheet various disbursements
made during the past few months should be entered in order to
keep the statements clear for Board members. It was agreed that
the check for $500.00 sent to The American Bookbinders Museum
in recognition of services rendered to the members of HBC by Tim
James should be listed under Special Projects. It was also agreed
that a separate line should be added to General operating expenses
for items related to the Website, such as the recent payment of
$190.00 for web hosting. It may be described as Publicity.
Coleen called for volunteers to work on the future budget, as Bob
is stepping down from the committee. Rhiannon, who heads the
Workshop and Programs, Juliayn, who will be producing Gold
Leaf , and Margaret will form the committee.
Included among the financial documents handed out were two
earlier documents concerning the annual operating budget: one
concerning workshop policy and guidelines prepared in 2004 by
Dominic Riley, and a second written in 2004 by Patsy Bolt. It may
be helpful in understanding the problems and solutions if Board
members read both before the next meeting.
Margaret produced a letter from a book arts group in Oregon
asking for a sponsor or donation for their Welcome Bag at a
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conference in June. The Board expressed no interest in doing so.
Margaret also noted the six new members who have joined in
the last three months: Nysa Wong Kline, Daniela Rosner, Laine
Tammer, Ari Bird & Alexandra Williams, and Aliza Allen. It makes
a total membership of 140 persons and 11 groups.
Coleen noted the Intent to Enter form for this year’s exhibition,
which will open July 11 at The Book Club. Vanessa has sent them
out by mail and, also, put it on the HBC website. She is organizing
the work to be done on the catalog. She will receive the books by
May 1, giving her sufficient time to get the catalog finished.
Vanessa has been looking into the question of insurance for
the collection during the times it is in transit by private vehicle
between venues, as well as when it is stored in her house between
venues. Bob offered to consult his insurance broker on possibilities
for it being insured during those times.
A group consisting of Vanessa, Coleen, Judy and Margaret will
meet with the Green Library people on Monday, March 7th at
Stanford to discuss the 40th HBC Members Exhibition in 2012.
They hope to get definite dates at that meeting.
Rhiannon and Signa reported the workshop being held at this
time at SFCB by Monique Lallier to be highly successful. Judy also
noted that Monique is an excellent teacher.
Rhiannon reported that Don Etherington will give a workshop
in the spring. She is working on a workshop for the fall and has
talked to Martha Little, who is interested, and will talk to Tim Ely
as well. Rhiannon said Cathy Adelman has arranged for Edwin
Heim, from Ascona, to come to southern California next February.
It may be possible to have him come to S.F. as well.
Rhiannon had several suggestions for the venue at the May
meeting. It will be a Swap Meet, possibly at Eleanore Ramsey’s
new studio or at Rhiannon’s studio. The April meeting will be
Elections and Show & Tell, probably at The Book Club.
Nigel reported on the website, which he has redone. He is working
with Lang to put up a Membership application form that would
make it possible for applicants to pay online in a password
protected area, or to send in payment by mail.
Coleen reported on Gold Leaf for Peggy who was unable to attend
due to a car accident in which she suffered a broken wrist. Peggy
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reported, however, that the spring issue is on schedule, with a lot
of interesting material. Juliayn reported on taking over production
from Lang, who will now be able to concentrate on her duties as
Membership Chair.
Coleen also reported, having talked to John Crichton at BCC, that
the HBC offer of a flat payment for a meeting has been accepted.
It will be $50 per meeting. Toby Schwartzburg has material to fill
the HBC exhibit case at BCC in the summer. He will be showing
work by AAB graduates.
Toby Schwartzburg has agreed to store the extra copies of HBC
publications and other archival material in his garage, relieving
Judy of them before her move.
Juliayn felt HBC had little to display and pass out at the
Antiquarian Book Fair recently. Judy asked that more copies
of Gold Leaf be printed for that purpose. It was agreed that a
meeting before each book fair to acquaint the volunteers on our
table with the items for display and distribution are kept, what
is available for distribution, how to set up a good display, etc.,
would be helpful. Juliayn suggested having bookmarks with HBC
information to be handed out at events. She agreed to print some
for that use.
The meeting was adjourned at 7:00 pm for refreshments and a
very interesting slide show given by Monique Lallier on many
of her own bindings and those of her students and teachers. We
thank Monique for her talk and her work.
We also thank those who provided the excellent refreshments.
Respectfully submitted,
Margaret H. Johnson, Secretary
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New Books
Cathleen A. Baker. From the Hand to the
Machine. Nineteenth-Century American
Paper and Mediums: Technologies,
Materials, and Conservation. Ann Arbor,
MI: The Legacy Press, 2010. $65. www.
thelegacypress.com.
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Building on over 40 years of experience as
a paper conservator, teacher, and researcher,
Dr. Baker has created an accessible and
readable history and reference book for
conservators, curators, archivists, librarians,
private collectors, and artists. This new book traces the technology
of paper and the related trades of printing, printmaking, and
drawing through a century of intense technological innovation
and social change. While the focus is on nineteenth-century
American papers, the descriptions of paper, hand and machine
papermaking technologies, and the interactions between paper and
mediums provide a foundation of understanding for any conservator. The chapters on conservation relate specific characteristics
of paper and its deterioration to treatment options and decisionmaking. The 400+ page text is illustrated with over 500 images.
Julia Miller. Books Will Speak Plain: A
Handbook for Identifying and Describing
Historical Bindings. 528 pages, 374 illustrations; accompanying DVD with 1,471 color
images.Ann Arbor, MI: The Legacy Press,
2010. $80. www.thelegacypress.com.
This new and invaluable resource includes
an overview of the history of the codex and
information about typical structures and
materials used in historical book bindings.
The text is supported by a wealth of illustrations representing the structural and decorative elements from
a variety of pre-1900 bindings. With preservation as its focus,
Books Will Speak Plain is a resource that can be used to recognize
binding variations that have been overlooked, and to document
such bindings for future scholars and students.
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Lectures and Exhibits
in the Bay Area and Beyond
The
Gold
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July 11, 5–7 pm, San Francisco, CA: 39th HBC Members’
Exhibition Opening. The 39th Hand Bookbinders of California
exhibition will open at the Book Club of California’s newlyremodeled spae at 312 Sutter Street in San Francisco. The opening
recption will be from 5 to 7 pm. The exhibit will be displayed at
the BCC during July and August, the Doyle Library of Santa Rosa
Junior College through September and October, and finally the
Mechanic’s Institute Library at 57 Post Street in San Francisco
during November and December. Many thanks to everyone who
submitted work for the show.
June 1–August 28, Palo Alto, CA: The Art of the Book in
California: Five Contemporary Presses. This exhibition presents
works by Foolscap Press (Peggy Gotthold and Lawrence G. Van
Velzer) of Santa Cruz; Moving Parts Press (Felicia Rice) of Santa
Cruz; Ninja Press (Carolee Campbell) of Sherman Oaks; Peter
Koch Printers (Peter Rutledge Koch) of Berkeley; and Turkey Press
(Harry and Sandra Reese) of Isla Vista. Each press is unique, and
each produces books and related art with a rich variety of content
and media, often in collaboration with other artists and writers
and often incorporating their own writing and art practices.
All five presses are distinguished by their typographic sophistication, excellent design, discerning presswork, and attention to
the bookbinder’s art. Cantor Arts Center is open Wednesday Sunday 11 am - 5 pm, Thursday until 8 pm. Admission is free.
The Center is located on the Stanford campus, off Palm Drive at
Museum Way. Parking is free after 4 pm weekdays and all day on
weekends. Information: 650-723-4177, or at: museum.stanford.
edu
April 1–May 31, San Francisco, CA: I Beg to Differ. Discerning
characters and distinctive points of view: a book cover display
from the general collections of the San Francisco Public Library.
SFPL Main Library, 100 Larkin Street in San Francisco
February 5–June 12, San Francisco, CA: Pulp Fashion: The Art
of Isabelle de Borchgrave. Belgian artist Isabelle de Borchgrave
is a painter by training, but textile and costume are her muses.
Working in collaboration with leading costume historians and
young fashion designers, de Borchgrave crafts a world of splendor
from the simplest rag paper. Painting and manipulating the
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paper, she forms trompe l’oeil masterpieces of elaborate dresses
inspired by rich depictions in early European painting or by iconic
costumes in museum collections around the world. The Legion
of Honor is the first American museum to dedicate an entire
exhibition to the work of Isabelle de Borchgrave, although her
creations have been widely displayed in Europe. Visit www.legionofhonor.famsf.org for hours, directions, and admissions prices.
May 7–June 5, San Francisco, CA: The Magna Carta. The
Magna Carta (or Great Charter of English Liberties), one of the
most important legal documents in the history of democracy, is
on display at the Legion of Honor May 7–June 5. The Magna
Carta coming to San Francisco belongs to the Bodleian Library in
Oxford, England, and is one of four surviving manuscripts from
the revised 1217 issue. The document is considered an original
Magna Carta—not a copy, but an official engrossment or exemplification of the Latin text, sent out by the royal record office to
Gloucestershire in 1217 and most likely housed at St. Peter’s
Abbey (now Gloucester Cathedral). It remains to this day one of
the world’s great symbols of freedom and the rule of law. Its declaration that no free man should be imprisoned without due process
underlies the development of common law in England and the
concepts of individual liberty and constitutional government that
created the United States. Visit www.legionofhonor.famsf.org for
hours, directions, and admissions prices.
March 1–July 1, Berkeley, CA: Gained in Translation. This
inaugural exhibition draws on art, artifacts, books, and archival
materials from The Magnes Collection of Jewish Art and Life,
The Bancroft Library, and the Levi-Strauss Archives to stretch
the historical and geographic boundaries of San Francisco Jewish
history, connecting the history of the Jews in Germany before
1849 to the establishment of the Jewish community in the San
Francisco Bay in the second half of the 19th century. The Bancroft
Rotunda Gallery is on the UC Berkeley campus and is open
from 10am - 4pm Monday through Friday. Visit www.bancroft.
berkeley.edu for more information.
May 6–27, Kalamazoo, MI: The Illustrated Accordion. An
exhibition of accordion-style books by artists from around
the United States. Kalamazoo Book Arts Center Gallery, 103A
Park Trades, 326 W. Kalamazoo Avenue, Kalamazoo, MI. More
information by phone at 269-373-4938 or by email at info@
kalbookarts.org.
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April 13– June 25, New York City, NY: Artists-in-Residence
Workspace Program. A Featured Artist exhibition featuring
new work produced at the Center during the 2010 residency by
emerging artists Tal Halpern, Wayne Hodge, Katarina Jerinic,
Jennie C. Jones, and Angie Waller. These New York-based
emerging artists are offered space, time and support to explore
the production and exhibition of artist’s books and related work
in year-long residencies. Organized by Sarah Nicholls, Program
Manager. For information visit www.centerforbookarts.org or call
(212) 481-0295.
July 6–September 10, New York City, NY: Multiple, Limited,
Unique: Highlights from the Permanent Collection of the Center
for Book Arts. Organized by Alexander Campos, Executive
Director, Jen Larson, Collections Specialist, and the Collections
Committee. For information visit www.centerforbookarts.org or
call (212) 481-0295.
May 18–July 31, New York City, NY: The Best of Both Worlds:
Finely Printed Livres d’Artiste 1910-2010. This exhibit at the
Grolier Club spotlights books whose stunning art and memorable
texts are matched by their typographic and design excellence. The
seventy-seven livres d’artiste on show will demonstrate that in the
hands of expert collaborators—artists, authors, designers, printers,
binders, and publishers—the book as a whole is greater than the
sum of its parts.The Grolier Club is located at 47 East 60th Street,
New York City. Hours are Monday - Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Closed on certain holidays, and for the entire month of August.
Admission is free.
March 21– June 25, Chicago, IL: Exploration 2011: The 25th
Annual Juried Exhibition of the Chicago Calligraphy Collective.
This annual juried exhibit of members’ work includes handmade
artists’ books and broadsides as well as three-dimensional works
executed in various media and styles, from classical to contemporary. The annual Purchase Award enables the Newberry to
acquire one exhibited piece to strengthen the calligraphy holdings
of its distinguished John M. Wing Foundation for the History of
Printing.

CLASSES & WORKSHOPS
A selection of classes, courses, and workshops in Northern
California and in other book arts centers around the
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country—they are worth the trip!

San Francisco Center for the Book
Here is just a small sample of offerings of interest to bookbinders,
available this spring at the San Francisco Center for the Book, 300
de Haro Street, San Francisco. To register—or to see many more
workshops and courses in printing, binding, and artists’ books—
visit http://sfcb.org/workshops. Phone: 415-565-0545 Email:
registration@sfcb.org
June 4–5, 10–5: Clamshell Presentation Box
July 9–10, 9:30–5:30: Bookbinding I
July 17, 9:30–5:30: Tipped & Torn: Paper Mending
Techniques for Books & Documents
Former local luminary Dominic Riley will be back again this
summer to dazzle us with six class offerings in traditional and
beautiful binding, as well as in book restoration:
June 18, 10–5: The Ideal Sketchbook
June 19, 10–5: The Ideal Album
June 20–24, 10–5: Introduction to Classic Leather Bindings
June 27–July 1, 10–5: Luxury in Leather,
The Elements of Design Binding
July 5–8, 9:30–6: Book Restoration Intensive
July 14–15, 10–5: Gold Tooling Intensive Introduction

California Rare Book School
Founded in 2005, the California Rare Book School (CalRBS) is a
continuing education program dedicated to providing the requisite
knowledge and skills for professionals working in all aspects of
the rare book community, and for students interested in entering
the field. CalRBS is a project of the Department of Information
Studies in the Graduate School of Education and Information
Studies (GSE&IS) at UCLA. Following are two of the courses
available this summer which we think might be of interest. For
registration and other course information, visit: www.calrbs.org.
August 8 - 12, Books of the Far West, with an Emphasis on
California. Instructor: Gary F. Kurutz An introduction to the
history of the book in California and an exploration of classic
Western Americana. Topics will include the bibliography and bibliographers of the Golden West; the Zamorano 80 (the most famous
list of the important books of the West), Dawson 80, and other
lists; A Southland Bohemia: Charles Lummis to Ward Ritchie
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and print culture along the Arroyo Seco; The Nineteenth Century
book trade with a look at pioneer printing, publishing, and
bookselling and early library formation and reading in the west;
fine press books and bibliophilic organizations. Visits to libraries,
an antiquarian bookseller, and a private collector specializing in
Western Americana will be an essential part of the course.
August 8 - 12, Artists’ Books: Collection Development &
Assessment. Instructor: Johanna Drucker This course provides
critical and historical perspectives from which to conceive of a
collecting rationale for both individuals and institutions. This
course is aimed at individuals and institutions interested in
creating a collection of artists’ books. The course begins with
discussions of the definition of artists’ books, critical approaches
to the field, and principles of assessment and understanding based
on conceptual, as well as production, values. The course continues
with an historical discussion of the evolution of artists’ books in
the c20, an examination of significant people and presses in the
field, and finally a discussion of reference resources.

Mills College Book Art Program
Students can take individual classes, complete the book art minor,
or choose to combine book art with another field of study by
creating an interdisciplinary college major. In the fall of 2009
Mills inaugurated a new MFA in book art and creative writing.
The degree, the first of its kind in the country, allows graduate
students to combine artists’ bookmaking and creative writing in a
rigorous program of study in the Bay Area community, one of the
most dynamic book art centers in the country. For requirements
and admissions information visit www.mills.edu/admission/undergraduate/index.php.

American Institute for Conservation
August 22–26 8:30–5, Los Angeles, CA: Islamic and Indian
Arts of the Book: Conservation and Context. Instructor: Mike
Wheeler, Victoria and Albert Museum. The four-and-a-half-day
course is offered in conjunction with the LACMA exhibition,
“Gifts of the Sultan.” The exhibition highlights include pages
from Mohammed Juki, Shahnama; Shah Tahmasp, Shahnama;
Windsor, Padshahnama. The course consists of lectures as well as
hands-on sessions presented in a laboratory setting. To enrich the
workshop and discussions the practical session may be audited by
the lecturers and curators. Applications to join this class began
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on April 15, but will continue to be reviewed until the class fills.
There will also be a public lecture Sunday, August 21 by Sheila
Blair in conjunction with the workshop. For registration information visit: http://www.conservation-us.org, and follow the
‘Education’ link.
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Seattle Center for Book Arts
Seattle Center for Book Arts (SCBA) was formed to promote
education in hand book binding and related art forms. 2100
Building (in Rainier Valley), 2100 24th Ave. S., Seattle, WA. For
information: http://seattlebookarts.org/classes-and-events/scba.
June 25, 10–4: Spontaneous One Hour Books with Lisa
Hasegawa & Yuka Petz. Be inspired by the moment! Come make
three spontaneous books through exercises designed to broaden
your approach to artist’s books. Appropriate for beginners and
seasoned pros, our workshop will be a day of creative and spontaneous fun.

American Academy of Bookbinding in Telluride, CO
June 6-10 A Field of Play or Thinking Outside the Slipcase,
Instructor Timothy C. Ely Technique counts for a lot in
bookmaking but without an energetic application of the understanding of content, idea and context, it can simply become very
clever material handling or a reflection of tradition. In this class
students will work with a master of the game of thinking beyond
borders. We will confront the language of design in such a way
as to free up the mind and explore areas that will be a dramatic
unknown, a terra incognito of the expressive self. Working within
the book format, we will explore various ideas and techniques
that are proven to get one “off the dime” and find an authentic
voice for expressing and materializing ideas. We will work individually and as small teams and so tease out the threads of dynamic
ideas that translate onto real world book situations. Students can
expect to complete the class with several models expressing ideas
as well as many small samples that demonstrate both material and
conceptual dynamics. This is an arena of purposeful play. This
workshop welcomes bookmakers working at all levels.
June 24–26: The Book as Art: Images + Handwriting + Exposed
Sewing, Instructor Laura Wait The focus of this workshop is the
creation of paintings in book form, realizing a balance between
text, image and structure. Students will develop handwriting to use
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as content and image in illustrated manuscript books. Depending
on experience, students will complete two or three books.
Examples of various structures and materials will be available for
further study. This workshop is open to all levels of artists and no
experience is necessary.

The Center for Book & Paper Arts at Columbia
College Chicago
The Center offers classes to the community at large, designed
for those who wish to study book arts in a non-degree seeking
program. All classes are held at the Columbia College Chicago
Center for Book and Paper Arts, 1104 South Wabash, 2nd
floor, Chicago, IL 60605. If you have questions, please call
312.369.6630 or visit http://www.colum.edu/Book_and_Paper/
Classes.php
June 8–9, 9:30–5: The Basic Clamshell, Instructor: John
DeMerritt
June 10–11, 9:30–5: Custom Book Boxes, Instructor: John
DeMerritt

Garage Annex School for Book Arts
Garage Annex offers workshops in traditional and non-traditional
book arts, letterpress printing, and the conservation of paper and
books—all taught by expert instructors. Schedules and full course
descriptions are now online The school plans to offer a concentration of workshops during June and July, with housing for
out-of-area students at nearby Williston Northampton School. The
faculty list is a veritable “Who’s Who” of talent, including Martin
Antonetti, Julie Chen, Timothy Ely, Don Glaister, Daniel Kelm,
Kitty Maryatt, Bill Minter, Suzanne Moore, and many others. A
brief list of this summer’s classes follows—visit the website to
learn more: www.garageannexschool.com
Daniel Kelm teaches: The Book Restructured—Wire Edge
Binding, The Ultimate Album, and The Codex Restructured—
Rethinking the Spine
Art Larson offers Letterpress Broadsides
Nancy Moore Bess offers Japanese Packaging: Seeking a Narrative.
Dea Sasso will teach Book Repair and Restoration for Beginners.
Julia Miller returns to offer Codex C: A Late Sixth-Century Coptic Binding.
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Join us!
Membership in the Hand Bookbinders of California is annual,
running from September each year. The Membership Fee is $30, and
a second member under the same listing is $5.
Benefits of membership include regular presentations & workshops,
the opportunity to exhibit in the annual members exhibition, copies
of the bi-annual Gold Leaf and the annual membership roster,
invitations to special events, and dialogue through our monthly
meetings and the HBC mail group at Yahoo! Groups.
There are many ways to join:
◊

visit the HBC website. The website has the necessary pdf form
you can download, print, fill out, and mail:
www.handbookbinders.org

◊

write us:		

the Hand Bookbinders of California

			P.O. Box 193216
			
◊

San Francisco, CA 94119

contact our Membership Coordinator, Lang Ingalls:

			membership@hbc.org
NEW! The bi-annual Gold Leaf is being offered in pdf format.
Please let Lang Ingalls (membership@hbc.org) know if you would
prefer to save paper and receive it in this manner. If she does not
hear from you, you will continue to receive the printed copy

the Gold Leaf Colophon
The Gold Leaf is produced bi-annually by the Hand Bookbinders of
California. This issue was set in Sabon, a font designed by Jan Tschichold.
Recycled papers have been utilized.

www.handbookbinders.org

